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Dear sisters and brothers in Christ,  
I greet you this morning with the apostolic greeting ”Grace to you and peace from God our 
Father and the Lord Jesus Christ” (1 Cor. 1:3).  
This is the second time I have the honor and pleasure of greeting your Synod in my capacity 
as LWF president. And I do so on behalf of both General Secretary Martin Junge and myself.  
I do so also with my background in the Holy Land, where the notions of “grace” and “peace” 
are both included in the term that you all know well – salaam  / shalom. In the spiritual 
traditions of the Middle East, grace and peace belong together. Peace follows from grace, as 
olives are harvested from our olive trees – as they are just at this time of the year.  
 
Last week I attended the World Day of Prayer for Peace in Assisi, together with our General 
Secretary, representing the LWF. We did not go there only to speak on peace, but also to 
affirm the common values that advance peace based on justice, reconciliation based on 
forgiveness. Such events are very important in my view, since the churches must be prophetic 
at this time. So, from the bottom of my heart I wish you and all of us today: salaam / shalom – 
mindful of the fact that our world today is hard pressed for this prayerful vision to materialize.  
 
Economic morality 
As you in Germany have had to experience lately in the context of the EU, we are facing a 
serious financial crisis in the world. I believe we should see this as an ethical crisis and a 
spiritual crisis.  
So when popular movements today address the problem of economic greed generally and the 
greed of the banks especially, we should as churches contribute our faith-based perspectives 
on this grave issue. An economy of morality should have as a principle point of reference the 
preferential option for the poor.  
In this context, let me express my respect and gratitude to the VELKD for the special offering 
to the refugee camp in Dadaab (Kenya) which is run by the Lutheran World Federation. I also 
want to express our gratitude for the many offerings and contributions from congregations 
and individuals in Germany showing the strong diaconal commitment of the German 
churches.  
 
Christians in the Middle East 
We believe that justice is essential globally – justice for the poor, justice for the oppressed, 
and gender justice to mention some. But at the same time we have to speak on justice 
regionally. For some time now I have asked myself, as someone who has long worked for 
justice in the Middle East, will I live to witness it? It continues to be the LWF policy to 
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support a two state solution for Israel and Palestine within 1967 borders, for the two peoples 
and the three religions to live in peace, justice and reconciliation and with a shared Jerusalem. 
As long as there is no peace based on justice for Jerusalem I am afraid there will be no peace 
in the Middle East or the wider region as a whole. 
 
As the Arab awakening is taking hold in the Middle East, the churches have spoken out 
clearly in support of political and economic reforms, because our youth are looking to regain 
their dignity. At the same time there have been fears for the future of Christians in the Middle 
East. But as long as the churches integrate themselves actively in their society, I will not be 
afraid of the future of Christians in the Middle East. It is vital, however, that the 
developments to come will provide space for building a modern civil society with human 
rights which include women’s rights, freedom of expression, freedom of religion and rights of 
minorities.  
 
In Israel, Palestine and Jordan Christians are still enjoying freedom of religion, even if we 
have to discuss some issues with our governments. With reference to the broader picture 
internationally, I have proposed that the LWF should call a conference of Christians living in 
the Arab and Muslim world, in order to have a common strategy for dialogue, mission and 
diakonia. In the context of such a conference we can also hear about the experiences in 
Europe regarding the integration of Muslims in traditionally Christian majority countries.   
 
The role of the LWF today 
The challenges in today’s world inherent in what we have pointed to so far represent tasks 
that have contributed to shaping the strategy that was adopted for the LWF by the Council this 
summer. I believe the new Strategy Plan – With Passion for the Church and for the World – is 
a very fine expression of how we see the global role of our communion at the present time. It 
can be summarized in the three priority areas we shall devote ourselves to:     
- Theological discernment and dialogues, 
- Growth in holistic mission, and 
- Empowering diakonia.  
 
1517 – Concern for the freedom of the gospel  
One of the major events we are looking ahead to at the present time is the 500th anniversary of 
Martin Luther’s posting of the 95 theses in Wittenberg in 1517.  His concern was for what he 
called “the free course of the gospel”. This concern is still valid today, precisely in the context 
of social and religious freedom, which is at the same time a concern for the possibility of 
Christian unity and diakonia in the context of religious pluralism.  
 
The perspective of the Lutheran Reformation was, as stated in the Preface of the Augsburg 
Confession, to address issues where there is “dissension in the holy faith and Christian 
religion” so that “all of us can accept and preserve a single, true religion. Inasmuch as we are 
all enlisted under one Christ, we are all to live together in one communion and in one 
church.”  
Here we see that as late as in 1530 it was clear that the purpose of Luther and the Wittenberg 
reformers was to reform the universal Christian church for the sake of unity. The response by 
church authorities of the time did not meet the call of the reformers, as we know. But the 
reformers’ view of the gospel’s importance for the Christian faith and the freedom of the 
Christian have remained an integral part of the Lutheran witness ever since, and gives shape 
to our ecclesiology even today. It is appropriate, therefore, that the commemoration has been 
designated by the LWF Council as Luther 2017: 500 Years of Reformation. 
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2017 – A global event 
In keeping with the spirit of the LWF General Assembly in Stuttgart, the new Strategic Plan 
of the LWF has identified the commemoration of 2017 as a global and ecumenical event. 
According to the Plan,  

“the anniversary of the Reformation in 2017 becomes the focus for a multiyear global 
process of reflection, repentance, and celebration in all congregations and expressions 
of the communion. As one part of this emphasis, the LWF Assembly in 2017 will be 
planned as an occasion for the joyful celebration of the power of the Lutheran witness 
to the gospel and at the same time a space for the self-critical acknowledgement of 
failures in faithfulness and of the continuing pain of division among Christians. 
Ecumenical partners will be involved both in planning and observing the anniversary.”  

 
For this reason, the commemoration of 1517 cannot be properly celebrated in one major event 
alone, or principally in one place. It must unfold in ways around the world that are true both 
to the gospel and to life itself. The LWF member churches and the regional expressions of our 
communion will be important agents both in preparing and carrying out the events of 2017 in 
their areas, working closely with other churches that are ready and eager to participate.  
 
It will be the responsibility of the LWF, in cooperation with other communions and 
ecumenical bodies, to offer coordination and resources for all churches that wish to give 
expression today to the meaning of the Reformation.  Not least, we look forward to 
cooperating with the VELKD and the German National Committee of the LWF, as you 
represent the homeland of the Lutheran Reformation. We appreciate the substantial 
preparatory work already undertaken which  has led to the celebration of the ”Luther 
Decade”, with active support and initiatives by regional and federal German authorities.  
 
Let me also express gratitude for the work of the German National Committee and the 
churches of the VELKD, together with the LWF, to establish the LWF Center in Wittenberg 
as a place where the global nature of the Lutheran Reformation is reflected through 
international seminars that promote theological conversation. General Secretary Martin Junge 
had the pleasure of visiting Wittenberg just some days ago, and we can assure you of our 
commitment to continue working together in order that this presence is not only sustained but 
expanded in the future.  This will include close cooperation in further discussion and 
developments of plans as the LWF defines its own approaches to the commemoration of 
2017. 
 
2017 – An ecumenical event 
Because as churches “we are all under one Christ” the network of international ecumenical 
dialogues are of utmost importance.  
 
We thank God that it was possible in the Lutheran – Roman Catholic dialogue commission of 
the LWF and the Vatican to reach in 1999 a differentiated Catholic-Lutheran consensus on the 
meaning of justification. We also thank God that this agreement was endorsed in 2006 by the 
World Methodist Council. And it is hoped that other Christian World Communions will also 
find it possible to affirm it formally in the years to come. The significance of the Joint 
Declaration will continue to mature in the years ahead, particularly as we move on 
ecumenically in discerning the ecclesial consequences of the agreements reached, as called for 
by the Joint Declaration itself (cf. JDDJ 43).  
 
The 500th anniversary of the 95 theses will, we hope, represent a milestone concerning the 
ecumenically cooperative search into the meaning of the gospel and its consequences for faith 
and life today. This is the reason why our commemoration must be ecumenical. Our Lutheran 
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– Roman Catholic dialogue commission is preparing a statement calling for a “common 
commemoration” of the anniversary year. By such a step we would recognize the 
complexities of our histories but at the same time rejoice in the mutual understanding which, 
however incomplete still, can nevertheless be celebrated jointly.  
 
One of the areas where the incompleteness of our ecumenical endeavors is particularly 
noticeable is the insufficient unity in our interrelations as churches and communions at the 
Lord’s Table. When the general secretary and I, together with some of the LWF vice 
presidents were received in audience with the Pope last December, we emphasized striving 
for eucharistic hospitality as a particularly important goal in our ecclesial relationships.  
 
An occasion for healing of memories 
Those of you who attended the Eleventh LWF Assembly in Stuttgart, and many of you who 
read about it, will recall a very moving event that took place there. It was the prayer of 
forgiveness by God and by Anabaptists, represented by the Mennonite World Conference, for 
the persecution and torture of Anabaptists at the time of the Reformation.  
Today, healing of memories has become a broadly recognized notion and practice. In our 
preparations for 2017 and beyond we should look toward the future of the church universal in 
the perspective of how our memories of conflicts, persecutions and divisions may continue to 
be healed. It is not possible to move directly to healing. First there must be truth, recognition 
and readiness for reconciliation. Let us work diligently together, so that the Christian World 
Communions, of which the LWF is one, may be given inspiration, hope and vision to seek the 
unity in that gospel which is “the church’s true treasure” (M. Luther).  
Let us be true to our calling for the sake of peace and freedom, to the glory of the One Triune 
God – Father, Son and Holy Sprit! Amen.  


